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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

The district court here took the extraordinary step of compelling a federal agency 

to publish draft rules that the agency did not choose to promulgate.  On the merits and 

the equities alike, that unusual order should be stayed until this Court has an opportunity 

to consider the government’s appeal.   

The court below enjoined the government based on an unsupported reading of a 

Department of Energy (DOE) regulation designed solely to facilitate public input, 

assuming improperly that the regulation governing this public process could be read to 

cabin the agency’s policy discretion.  But the regulation at issue (the error-correction 

rule) says nothing about policy discretion, and a court should not lightly assume that an 

agency has silently bound itself in such a fundamental way.   

Even if plaintiffs were ultimately to prevail on the merits, they would suffer no 

irreparable harm from the brief delay necessary for this Court to consider the appeal.  

Plaintiffs misunderstand the timing of possible benefits from energy conservation 

standards, and their arguments fail to recognize the specifics of the agency’s draft 

analysis of costs and benefits.  A stay pending appeal will preserve the status quo 

without imposing irreparable harm on any party. 
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ARGUMENT 

I. The Government Is Likely To Prevail On The Merits. 

A. Plaintiffs’ opposition to a stay pending appeal rests largely on their 

assertion that the district court correctly read the regulation at issue here as silently 

eliminating the inherent discretion of a federal agency to decide whether to promulgate 

a regulation.  But that reading is mistaken and is at odds with multiple fundamental 

principles of administrative law and Executive agency discretion.  This Court has not 

yet had an opportunity to address the issues in this case, and should not prematurely 

credit plaintiffs’ views on the merits, prior to briefing and argument. 

Plaintiffs persist in referring to the documents at issue here as “Final Rules,” 

although they correctly do not contend that any such rules are currently in effect or that 

the documents impose any binding legal obligations prior to publication in the Federal 

Register.  Indeed, if the documents at issue here were Final Rules, and had any legal 

significance, presumably the statutory anti-backsliding provision would preclude the 

types of changes that were expressly contemplated by the error-correction rule itself.1  

The error-correction rule was adopted to avoid precisely that dilemma.  See 81 Fed. 

Reg. 26998, 26999 (May 5, 2016). 

                                           

1 Moreover, disputes about any final rules establishing energy conservation  
standards must be brought directly in a court of appeals, 42 U.S.C. § 3606(b).  See 
also Mot. 8-9. 
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Plaintiffs contend that the error-correction rule should be understood to have 

eliminated the agency’s discretion to determine whether to promulgate a rule.  That 

argument is contrary to the agency’s interpretation of its own regulation, and is not 

supported by the text and context of the rule itself.  Mot. 10-14.  Plaintiffs selectively 

identify language in the error-correction rule to suggest that it imposes a mandatory 

responsibility that overcomes the agency’s policy discretion, but the rule itself says 

nothing about that policy discretion, and should not be read to address an issue that was 

not before the agency when it adopted the rule.  Plaintiffs fault the agency for the rule’s 

silence on the question presented in this case—whether the rule was intended to 

constrain DOE’s underlying policy discretion—urging that the absence of any 

statement on that question should be construed as an implicit concession.  States Mot. 

15-16; NRDC Mot. 17.  But that impermissibly reverses the assumptions underlying 

the purpose of the rule:  DOE need not reassert its fundamental policymaking authority 

when there is no indication that the agency sought to alter its own underlying authority 

to determine whether to promulgate a rule. 

As DOE explained at the time, the error-correction regulation was designed 

solely to address the question of what public input the agency would accept and act on 

before submitting an energy conservation standard for publication in the Federal 

Register.  See, e.g., 81 Fed. Reg. 26999 (“This rule establishes DOE’s procedures for 

accepting error-correction requests for its energy conservation standards rules.”).  The 
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agency’s description of how it will ordinarily act following the close of the 45-day 

window for such input was not intended, and should not be read, to constrain the 

agency’s authority to determine—based on its policy judgment or other factors beyond 

the scope of the limited process for public input to address error-correction concerns—

whether to submit a draft rule for publication in the Federal Register. 

It is simply irrelevant whether the agency has “internally approve[d] a draft 

version of the final regulations.”  Kennecott Utah Copper Corp. v. Dept. of the Interior, 

88 F.3d 1191, 1208 (D.C. Cir. 1996).  In Kennecott, as in this case, the agency 

decisionmaker had not only approved but had also signed the draft rule.  And there, the 

agency went further, submitting the “document” to the Office of the Federal Register 

for publication.  Id. at 1200 (“The OFR received an original and two copies of these 

signed regulations—which we shall call the ‘1993 Document’ * * *.”).  The D.C. 

Circuit nevertheless rejected efforts to characterize that document or draft rule as having 

any legal significance.  See, e.g., id. at 1208 (rejecting argument that “whenever 

agencies propose rules, receive comments from the public, and internally approve a 

draft version of the final regulations, the APA would prevent agencies from discarding 

those documents without again requesting public comment”). 

Plaintiffs cannot dismiss the significance of those principles by suggesting that 

Kennecott arose under a different statutory scheme and did not address an agency 

regulation that a litigant sought to characterize as imposing a binding regulation.  States 
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Opp. 13 & n.6; NRDC Opp. 20.  That begs the question:  The issue in this case is 

whether an ambiguous regulation (the error-correction rule) should be read to curtail 

the agency discretion that Kennecott and other cases—as well as the Office of the 

Federal Register itself, and academic commentators, see Mot. 11-12—properly 

understand as a background principle of administrative law.  See also, e.g., Zhang v. 

Slattery, 55 F.3d 732, 749 (2d Cir. 1995) (rejecting argument that draft rule submitted 

to Office of the Federal Register took effect despite non-publication); Si v. Slattery, 864 

F. Supp. 397, 405 (S.D.N.Y. 1994) (observing that an agency cannot be “force[d] * * * 

to adopt a new regulation that it withdrew from publication for the specific purpose of 

determining whether or not it should be adopted”).   

Thus, in the absence of the error-correction rule, there can be no dispute that 

DOE would have the authority to decide whether to promulgate a rule, and could change 

its decision at any time prior to publication.  The only question presented here is whether 

the error-correction rule was intended to eliminate that authority, and nothing about the 

rule suggests that the agency intended to take such a momentous step.  Plaintiffs’ 

interpretation would improperly require the Court “to suppose that the [agency’s] 

regulations * * * were meant to eliminate the sort of discretion” that prior case law had 

“found implicit.”  Action on Smoking & Health v. Dep’t of Labor, 100 F.3d 991, 993 

(D.C. Cir. 1996).  These background principles support the agency’s interpretation of 
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its own regulation, which is entitled to deference to the extent there is ambiguity.  See 

Chase Bank USA, N.A. v. McCoy, 562 U.S. 195, 208 (2011). 

B. Moreover, the district court lacked jurisdiction to consider plaintiffs’ 

claim because the citizen-suit provision they invoked applies only to acts or duties 

imposed “under this part” of the statute, 42 U.S.C. § 6305(a)(2), not to regulatory 

provisions.  Mot. 14-18.  Plaintiffs point to other provisions in the statute that 

specifically refer to rules or regulations adopted “under” the statutory scheme.  States 

Opp. 17-18; NRDC Opp. 21-22. But those deliberate references—including the 

previous subsection of the citizen-suit provision authorizing suits against manufacturers 

to enforce both statutory and regulatory obligations, see 42 U.S.C. § 6305(a)(1)—

demonstrate that Congress knew how to differentiate between the two, and that the 

provision at issue here is properly read as limited to statutory duties.2  Unlike the 

provisions plaintiffs cite, the citizen-suit provision does not refer to regulations or 

standards “prescribed under,” 42 U.S.C. § 6302(a)(5), or “published under,” id. 

§ 6295(n)(5)(B), the statute—it refers only to an “act or duty under this part,” id. 

                                           

2 The legislative history they cite confirms that Congress intended to permit suits 
against manufacturers to enforce regulatory obligations (energy conservation 
standards) but says nothing about bringing regulatory claims against the 
government, and is best read to refer to suits against the government to enforce 
statutory obligations, such as a duty to establish or enforce such standards.  See H.R. 
Conf. Rep. No. 95-1751, at 118 (1978). 
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§ 6305(a)(2).  Thus, the “statutory context” confirms that Congress intended the citizen-

suit provision here to “cover statutory provisions alone,” as in Kucana v. Holder, 558 

U.S. 233, 245-246 (2010). 

The Clean Air Act (which plaintiffs invoke by analogy, States Opp. 18-19; 

NRDC Opp. 23-24) does not include EPCA’s clear statutory distinction between citizen 

suits against manufacturers (which expressly can be based on regulatory as well as 

statutory obligations) and suits against the federal government (which uses similar 

language but omits any reference to rules as a basis for an enforceable duty).  See 42 

U.S.C. § 6305(a)(1)-(2).  Neither this Court nor any other court of appeals has addressed 

the question whether even the Clean Air Act’s different statutory language reaches 

regulatory duties.  Indeed, this Court’s prior cases have addressed that provision solely 

in the context of statutory duties.  See, e.g., WildEarth Guardians v. McCarthy, 772 

F.3d 1179, 1182 (9th Cir. 2014) (“we have held that the nondiscretionary nature of the 

duty must be clear-cut—that is, readily ascertainable from the statute allegedly giving 

rise to the duty”).3  And the district court decisions plaintiffs cite do not address the 

interpretive issue presented here.   

                                           

3 For the reasons discussed above, the error-correction rule would not in any event 
represent a duty whose “nondiscretionary nature * * * [is] clear-cut.”  WildEarth 
Guardians, 772 F.3d at 1182.  The citizen-suit provision does not extend to 
“discretionary” agency actions.  42 U.S.C. § 6305(a)(2). 
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Even if plaintiffs were eventually able to overcome the government’s arguments 

on the merits after briefing and argument, this case presents questions of first impression 

that warrant a stay pending appeal to protect the interests of the government and the 

public.   

II. The Balance Of Harms Favors A Stay. 

A. The government explained that the absence of a stay pending appeal 

would lead to substantial confusion and legal uncertainty resulting from publication of 

the draft rules at issue here.  Mot. 18-22.  No purpose would be served by compelling 

publication over the government’s objection while this Court considers whether that 

ultimate relief is an appropriate, or even an available, remedy in this case.   

The legal uncertainty posed by the potential effect of the statutory anti-

backsliding rule following publication of an energy conservation standard—including 

the risk of litigation concerning such a standard—is precisely what motivated DOE to 

adopt the error-correction rule in the first place.  See 81 Fed. Reg. 36999, 37003.   That 

rule should not now be invoked to create the very hazard the agency sought to avoid.  

The legal uncertainty and burdens on industry and the government would be 

exacerbated by the need to litigate over the validity of any such standards while this 
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appeal remains pending.  See 42 U.S.C. § 6306(b) (requiring petition for review to be 

filed “within 60 days after the date on which such rule is prescribed”).4  

And that uncertainty creates an unnecessary risk that the case could become moot 

if the anti-backsliding provision were interpreted to preclude withdrawal of the draft 

rules, once published.  See Mot. 20 & n.5.  Plaintiffs suggest only that this Court “could 

consider vacating the Final Rules under its discretionary remedial power,” and they cite 

cases vacating energy conservation standards that were directly challenged under 

§ 6306(b).  States Opp. 20; see NRDC Opp. 8-10.  But this is not such a case, and the 

uncertainty underlying plaintiffs’ own speculation about possible remedies highlights 

the need for caution here.  And plaintiffs do not disavow their view that DOE would 

itself be barred from withdrawing the rules, even if this Court were to reverse the very 

order that compelled the agency to submit the rules for publication.  Because, in 

plaintiffs’ view, reversal would not put the parties back where they stood at the 

beginning of this case, a stay is warranted to preserve the status quo. 

B. Nor would plaintiffs be harmed in the absence of a stay.  Plaintiffs 

simplistically point to the cost-benefit analysis that the government undertook during 

                                           

4 The harm created by the resulting legal uncertainty is not merely the cost of 
litigation, States Opp. 22 & n.16; NRDC Opp. 11-12, but the unnecessary 
requirement that the government defend regulations that it has not decided to adopt.  
That institutional burden on the Executive Branch implicates separation-of-powers 
concerns that should not be lightly disregarded.   
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the notice-and-comment rulemaking proceeding.  States Opp. 23-24; NRDC Opp. 12-

13.  But the agency’s tentative conclusion that benefits would outweigh costs over a 30-

year period does not support the idea that plaintiffs would be irreparably harmed by a 

delay in publication for the comparatively brief period of this appeal.  The benefits 

plaintiffs seek would result from removal of less-efficient products from the market, 

thus precluding manufacturers from producing those lower-cost items, and preventing 

consumers from purchasing more affordable products.  But those long-term benefits 

will take years to accrue.  Mot. 22-23. 

Significantly, none of those benefits would come about during the period 

between publication of the draft rules and the compliance deadline.  Less energy-

efficient products would not be removed from the marketplace until the compliance 

deadline, two to five years after the publication date.  See Mot. 23.  In the meantime, 

manufacturers would incur costs attributable to a rule that the agency has not decided 

to promulgate, and that should be withdrawn or vacated if the government prevails in 

this appeal.  Even after the compliance deadline, consumers would incur significant 

initial costs in order to purchase more expensive products, but would not see the 

attendant benefits for many years after that upfront outlay.  Because this Court can 

render a decision in this case well before the compliance deadline would otherwise 

occur, plaintiffs can point to no anticipated benefits occurring before this appeal 

concludes.  Indeed, many of the benefits plaintiffs describe—resulting from the use of 
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more energy-efficient products—are available today, and will continue to be available 

whether or not the draft rules are published.  While the draft rules contemplated 

elimination of less-efficient products, more energy-efficient models already exist in the 

marketplace, and consumers can choose to buy them now.5  

It is not accurate to suggest (States Opp. 22; NRDC Opp. 13) that delay equates 

to a “loss” of foreseeable benefits.  DOE’s analysis of the costs and benefits of the draft 

rules did not address whether delayed onset of the standards would result in different 

assessments of costs and benefits.  Indeed, DOE’s analysis refutes the fundamental 

assumption underlying plaintiffs’ assertion of harm—the idea that each year of the 30-

year period assessed by the agency would yield an equivalent level of costs and benefits.  

The agency’s analysis makes clear that it would take years for the benefits to overcome 

the up-front costs for both consumers and manufacturers.  Manufacturers would face 

significant up-front costs to phase out less-efficient models and increase production of 

more-efficient models, and those costs would not be recouped if the draft rules were 

published but later withdrawn or vacated after this appeal concludes.  See, e.g., DE# 

                                           

5 As the draft rules point out, the standard levels highlighted for potential adoption 
by DOE are based on levels that currently available products or equipment already 
achieve.  See, e.g., DE# 66-1, at 86, 194, 242-243 (draft rule); see also 10 CFR Part 
430, Subpart C, App. A, Sec. 5(b)(1)-(2) (potential design options to improve 
efficiency must already be incorporated in commercial products or working 
prototypes). 
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66-1, at 9, 37, 158-160, 204-207 (draft rule) (referring to initial “conversion costs” to 

come into compliance with more stringent energy conservation standards, offset only 

years later by additional revenue).  Similarly, consumers would face upfront costs when 

they purchase new products.  See, e.g., id. at 7-8 (referring to “the average life-cycle 

cost” and “payback period” for consumers, reflecting the time required for initial 

consumer costs to be overcome by longer-term savings).   

CONCLUSION 

For these reasons, defendants respectfully request that this Court stay the 

district court’s injunctive order pending appeal.   

      Respectfully submitted, 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

/s/ H. Thomas Byron III 
MARK B. STERN 
H. THOMAS BYRON III 

Attorneys, Appellate Staff 
Civil Division, Room 7529 
U.S. Department of Justice 
950 Pennsylvania Avenue NW 
Washington, DC 20530 
(202) 616-5367 

 

APRIL 2018 
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